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ABSTRACT: Symmetric key encryption (the same key used for encryption and decryption) is the oldest branch in the field of cryptography, and is still one of the most important ones today. In this research, we are creating new encryption technique in which we do not only work on the key, but also on data (plain text) too, so, that we can achieve highly secure information of the cipher text. HAS+ Encryption Technique with Key Rotation Based on ASCII Value” is using two algorithms first work with key and data using ASCII value and second for key generation and will compare its complexity with existing algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is the combination of two Greek words Crypto which means “Secret” and graphy which mean “writing”. So, cryptography is a way to change the message/information (plain text) from one form to another secret form which is different from the original with the help of a secret key and this process is called Encryption [4, 5]. The changed value of a secret message is called cipher text and to get the original message from a cipher is called decryption. The detailed operation of a cipher text is monitored by both the algorithm used and in each instance by a key. Modern cryptography divided into several disciplines of mathematics, electrical engineering and computer science.

1.1 Secret key cryptography:
The key used for encryption and decryption process is same. It is likewise termed as symmetric key cryptography such as AES and DES [8].

1.2 Public key cryptography:
Two different keys are used. One for converting data in cipher and another key for deciphering to data. It is also known as asymmetric key cryptography such as RSA [11].

There are many cryptography algorithms have been already developed such as XOR, RSA, AES, DES, TDES and BLOWFISH etc. Every one of these has its own advantages and disadvantages.
2. RESEARCH WORK

Existing algorithms change their key after each round using some pre-defined function for example like S-Box, Shift Rows, Permutation, etc. But in this technique, the key rotates is be done after when each character or element of key is used and generate new key by using ASCII value of the previous key. The key is rotated in a circular way to the left side, each character of the key is shifted left side and the first character goes to the end of the key. This process is continued until the last character of the file is to be encrypted.

This Proposed solution is on ASCII value of key and that is also uses in this paper “Simple Encryption/Decryption Application” [16]. In this new pattern is design to use the ASCII key value for unique key generation technique, in which key uses its own data for encryption.

2.1 HAS+ ENCRYPTION

“HAS+ Encryption Technique with Key Rotation Based on ASCII Value” using two algorithms first work with key and data using ASCII value and second for Key generation.

2.1.1 Algorithm design

**Step 1:** Read original file as ‘P’
**Step 2:** Read key as ‘K’
**Step 3:** Find the ASCII value of K.
**Step 4:** Convert the ASCII value into its equivalent binary.
**Step 5:** Count Number of 1’s occurred in the binary value of key as ‘count’.
**Step 6:** while EOF
  - Perform XOR operation on element of P with the element of K as the resultant ‘C’ produced.
  - For i=1 to count
    - Add 1 bit to C
    - Add new value of C to cipher.txt
  - IF all elements of key are used
    - K1[i]=KEY_GENERATION (K[i], count).
    - Call Steps 3, 4 and 5 for count new value.
  - Update ‘K’ by K1.
**Step 6:** Repeat step 3 until EOF.
**Step 7:** Stop

2.1.2 Algorithm for Key_Generation (key[i], count)

**Step 1:** Left Circular Rotation on Key.
**Step 2:** For i=0 to key length
If ((key[i] * count)> 4098)
  - Key[i]= key[i] XOR count
Else
  - Key[i]= key[i]+ count
**Step 3:** Return Key.

Figure 2.1: Flow chart of Key Generation

Figure 2.2: Flow chart of HAS+ Algorithm

2.2 HAS+ ADVANTAGES

1. A new Stream cipher technique is using a variable length key.
2. Key is randomly generating using ASCII value of base key.
3. Easy to implement.
4. Faster execution on both software and hardware.
5. Feistel Network support

2.3 Time Complexity Comparison Result

If a file of 10 kb is encrypted by using four algorithms, two times separately then we can analyse the results
HAS+ , DES, TDES, Blowfish: Comparison based on Encryption time. For file size 10 KB. The result may vary on different condition like- Architecture of Operating System, processing speed, Random Access Memory size, Language used (c, c++, Java, etc), way of implementation of algorithm and others feathers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>HAS+</th>
<th>DES</th>
<th>TDES</th>
<th>AES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Time</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Time</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table No. 1 Comparison based on time for Encryption/Decryption

3. CONCLUSIONS
“HAS+ Encryption Technique with Key Rotation Based on ASCII Value” algorithm provides more security than existing algorithm because all existing stream cipher techniques use the same predefine sequence for the key generation but in this algorithm we are rotating key and also generate new key with using the ASCII value of the initial key for providing better security. Stream cipher techniques are replaced by the block cipher because of the simple key mechanism but HAS+ techniques has a complex key mechanism. Sometimes it is also secured than block cipher algorithm like DES. DES is not secure because of its key length. But this algorithm support variable length of the key. In HAS+ algorithm no limit for the size of the key but default key value is referred to the size of 128 bits.

4. FUTURE SCOPE
The future work on this algorithm technique is to increase the complexity of key mechanism to secure from different attacks. Enhance the key length for better result. Also design it for Block Cipher.
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